
ANIMAL MUSTER CARD - character code 
 

  0 1 2 3 4 5 
 

A 
 

 

Assessment of the 

dog's expression, 

especially during 

the assessment 

Lively, 

governable, 

without fear or 
aggression 

Poorly 

governable, he 

will not stand in 
his attitude. Or 

an individual 
without 

temperament, 
extremely quiet, 

limited active 
response 

Insecure, he 

dodges, he 

manifests fear 
from unknown 

environment or 
objects. He 

avoids measuring 
or teeth control 

Mild fear, 

not 

aggressive. 

Strong 

manifestations 

of fear. The 
dog is slightly 

aggressive to 
humans and 

dogs (for fear) 

Aggressiveness 

towards humans or 

difficult to manage 
aggression towards 

dogs. 
Strong 

manifestations of 
fear 

 

B 
 

Temperament 
 

effort to work 

together 

 The dog shows 
a lively interest 

in the subject 
(toy) in the 

hands of the dog 
handler. After 

being thrown 
out, he runs out 

and delivers it to 
the dog handler, 

at the first try  

 

The dog shows 
an interest in the 

subject, he runs 
joyfully and 

grabs the object,  
but he does not 

want to hand it 
over to the dog 

handler. More 
attempts to 

complete it are 
needed 

The dog shows 
an interest in the 

discarded object, 
but after runing 

close he loses 
interest in the 

subject. Dog 
handler calls the 

dog. 

The dog 
shows an 

interest in 
the object 

after more 
provocation 

or he reachs 
the object 

and has no 
more 

interest, dog 
handler calls 

the dog. 

The dog 
shows only a 

minimal 
interest in the 

object or the 
dog does not 

respond to the 
discarded 

object, must 
be repeated, 

dog handler 
calls the dog. 

The dog shows 
only a minimal 

interest in the 
object either does 

not respond to the 
discard or the dog 

can not be called 
even after several 

attempts. 

 

C 
 

Impact sound 

(resistance of 

the nervous 

system) 

Dog does not 

respond – he 
will most likely 

show a mild 
reaction 

Active reaction 

– barking 

The dog is mildly 

afraid (e.g. he 
lowers his ears, 

downloaded tail) 

 The apparent 

hesitancy of 
the dog, the 

dog is afraid – 
he does not 

respond to the 

dog handler, 
he is trying to 

escape 

The dog becomes 

aggressive from 
fear 

 

D 
 

Passage by a 

group of people 

The dog is well-

handled, he does 
not show 

aggression or 
fear 

The dog is 

worse 
governable 

Dog shows 

insecurity, to a 
slight fear 

The dog rear 

up for fear, 
he does not 

want to join 
the group, 

but finally 

he passes the 
group 

without 
being 

aggressive to 
people 

The dog 

becomes 
aggressive for 

fear of 
passing 

through the 

group towards 
the people in 

the group 

The dog is unable 

to walk through the 
group and he is 

aggressive towards 
people  

 

E 
 

Passage by a 

group of people, 

one person in 

the group leads 

a dog 

The dog is well-
handled, he does 

not show 
aggression or 

fear 

The dog is 
worse 

governable 

Dog shows 
insecurity, to a 

slight fear of 
another dog 

The dog 
exhibits mild 

aggression 
towards the 

dog, after the 
alert he 

calms down 

The dog 
exhibits 

aggression 
towards the 

dog despite 
the warning of 

the dog 
handler 

Dog is aggressive 
against dogs before 

entering the group 

 

Implementing provisions + assessment of nature: 
A) Performed during the entire dog assessment process (assessment of the exterior, measurement, teeth 

control etc.) 

B) The owner has a dog for free and he shows the dog his own object (toy, ball ...). Subsequently, he discards 

the object min. at a distance of 5m (it is permissible to provoke the dog before throwing – encourage). 

After the object is dropped, it is possible to speak to the dog (this is not a recruitment exercise, but proving 

the bond and trying to cooperate between the dog and the owner) 



C) Response to impact sound is to prove the resistance of the nervous system and noise control, with which 

the dog can meet anywhere. For the examination enter suddenly max. 5 owners with their dogs, who stand 

back to the crashing sound in a natural attitude (the dog stands on left leg) on a ruffled leash.  

D) The group consists of at least 5 people. The owner has a dog on a leash and he comes naturally to the 

group in which he stops. Someone in the group will take their hand with the dog owner, another caress the 

dog. Subsequently, the owner leaves the group. 

E) The group consists of at least 5 people. The owner has a dog on a leash and walks natural walking through 

the group – one person in a group has a dog leaning on a leash. 

Note to point D) and E) 
= dogs do not have muzzle. If the dog owner wants that the dog has his muzzle, is this request accepted, but the 

dog can no longer receive by evaluating these disciplines a numerical score of 0.1 or 2. 

 

 


